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04: THE SCREEN
From the beginning, The Last Parsec was about two things--an homage to TSR’s
original Star Frontiers (R) and space exploration. When we made our initial video
for the Kickstarter, it was reminiscent of the briefing scene in Aliens. It was fun and
well-written, and Cheyenne Wright did a great scene of the JumpCorp fleet in deep
space over some unknown planet as the backdrop.
But since the scene was so similar in theme to the Aliens scene, it started to feel
“military.” The first take on the voice acting reinforced it, and the art—depicting a
fleet of warships—pushed the military vibe even more.
Which isn’t what the game is about. All of that can happen in The Last Parsec, but a
big war would be a backdrop to a particular story rather than a general theme. Take
a look at the 1st and Final Drafts below and you can see how it feels like a game
about space battles rather than planetary exploration.

1st Draft

Final Draft
Cheyenne’s take on the Game Master’s Screen still has lots of elements we really
liked. The planet and asteroid belt on the right are masterful, and since they were
done on layers, allowed us to use them for lots of purposes. The Kickstarter video
took great advantage of these, sliding the asteroids forward as the camera pulls out.
Of course we also really liked the little Easter egg—the trademark Pinnacle
starburst peeking out above the top of the planet.
The ship design was also really intriguing to us, especially the reddish vessel with
the ring on the front. This kind of detail inspires us as we write and flesh out the
corners of the setting. What’s the ring for? What does it say about the technology
in this corner of the cosmos? And clearly, whatever beings made the different fleets
had very different ideas about geometry and efficiency—which is another great nod
to a game that encompasses the entire universe.
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Cheyenne was already overbooked working on other projects, so we looked to
the other artists on the Parsec team for a screen that better fit the “lonely, isolated,
planetary exploration” vibe we realized we hadn’t nailed the first time. Max
Davenport really stood out there, so we told him what we were after and turned
him loose.
He sent us these two sketches—or “roughs” as we call them:

sketches

The top sketch got the planetary exploration bit while the second really got the
“lonely space” aspect. In the second, Max also hinted at a way of including the
archetypes—which had a great appeal to us as well. We’re really happy with the
balance of core races in the game and this seemed like a great place to showcase
them.
For the next step, we asked Max to pull the camera back from the second shot and
make it look more like the view out of a ship’s bridge. That way we could show the
characters and the vastness of space before them. As importantly, we could show
the characters in their natural state rather than in spacesuits since they’d be on a
ship’s bridge.
This is the rough we got back, showing two of our core races, a parasteen or
“deader,” and a rakashan—the generic name for any cat-like beings.
We approved this take and told Max to go to warp speed and finish it up. Check
out the final on the next page—then read the Q&A with Max himself to see what he
thought about this challenge.

(Work in Progress)
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Q&A with Max Davenport:
What inspired you about the setting of The Last Parsec?
I think for me one of the most exciting things about The Last Parsec is the sheer scale
and amount of possibilities within the game. Space is our final frontier, and as such
it seems like the perfect setting for our romanticised ideas of exploration, with all
the adversities and wonders that come along with it. The way TLP works, allowing
players to bring their own imaginations into the mix, is definitely a great way to
exploit that. Personally, I’m already picturing a world based off China Mieville’s
Embassytown, complete with multiple-mouthed aliens and biotech villages. Or
perhaps some western sci-fi town à la Firefly.
Can you explain your process for designing The Last Parsec GM screen?
I started out, like with most paintings I do, doing a lot of sketches to try out different
ideas. That helps get the obvious ideas out of the way, which are usually (for me
anyway) pretty poor in any case, and it also saves a lot of time because in theory
at least, all the important decisions are made at this stage. Next I tried out some
black and white tonal sketches (thumbnails) to establish the design of the image in
terms of light and dark, before moving onto colour and again, trying out several
possibilities. All this is in an effort to remove as much uncertainty as possible and
get a simple, solid overall design. From there it’s just a case of working the image up
and revising where necessary.
What gave you the most trouble/was easiest about the piece?
Haha, undoubtedly the most difficult aspect of this brief was the width of the
image—it’s probably around 3 times wider than my usual landscape canvas. That
comes with a lot of challenges: How do you make it all work together? How do you
move the viewer’s eye around such an elongated space? How do you fit everything
in without it seeming absurdly squashed? Despite this, it makes the piece great fun
to work on, as it forces you to think very carefully about how to tackle it.
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As for the easiest part, I’d say that was thinking of cool things to populate the picture
with! You’ve got space ships, asteroids, planets, space stations, adventurers…it was
just a case of making all that stuff fit together.
Are there any special elements you hope fans will notice?
Hmm, that’s a tricky one. Without being too sentimental, as long as fans like the
image and can enjoy looking at it, perhaps getting inspired for their gameplay, then
I’ll be 100% satisfied. And if people don’t notice something, then clearly I should
have done a better job of designing it. ;)
What influenced you when painting this piece?
All sorts really. Asides from artistic inspiration (I must mention Jaime Jones, Craig
Mullins, John Singer Sargent, etc…this list could get very long very fast), music is
always a great help. Some great soundtracks that put me in a sci-fi mood would
be Mass Effect (any of the trilogy), Prometheus, Oblivion, Homeworld. etc. Then
there’s podcasts like Startalk—Neil deGrasse Tyson’s voice can’t fail to make you
excited about space!
Max Davenport
October, 2014

Max is a freelance concept artist/ illustrator currently working in the UK. When he’s not
painting for a living, he spends his time figuring out how to get better at it! His website is
www.maxdavenportart.com.

Near Final
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